Imagine : Wallet-Fold Envelope Album

Designed by ~ Annette Green

Graphic 45® Supplies:
- 1 ea Imagine Patterns & Solids 12x12 Pad (4501718)
- 1 pk Imagine Journaling & Ephemera Cards (4501721)
- 1 ea Dream Stamp Set (4501706)
- 1 ea Ornate Metal Keyholes (4500546)
- 1 ea Decades Dye Pad : Dark Cashmere – Brown (41003)

Additional Supplies:
- 2 sheets 12x12 Cardstock – Ivory

Tools, Adhesives & Ink:
- Paper trimmer, scissors, scoring tool, bone folder, corner rounder, ruler, wet adhesive, double sided tape, foam tape

Notes:
- Supplies are also used with the Z-fold card
- All dimensions are width x height unless noted
- Ink paper edges using ink and blending tool

1. From one 12" x 12" sheet of ivory cardstock, cut the following: One 7" x 12" and two 5" x 5¾".

2. From the second 12" x 12" sheet of ivory cardstock, cut two 7¾" x 5" and two 4" x 5".

3. Turn the 7" x 12" piece sideways into your scoreboard and score at 3¾", 3¾", 8¾" and 8¾" as indicated with red lines.
4. Fold on the score lines in the same direction. Round the four corners with a corner rounder punch. This is the album base which will fold closed like an envelope.

5. Score the two 7¾” x 5” pieces at ¼” and ¾” from one end as indicated with red lines. Round the two opposing corners and fold on the score lines in the same direction.

6. Score the two 4” x 5” pieces at ½” as well as the two 5¾” x 5” pieces. Round the two opposing corners.

7. (Dotted lines indicate score lines) Adhere one 7¾” x 5” piece to the right edge of the album base (from Step 4) by placing adhesive on the ½” scored area only and adhering to the back side of the base. Repeat with the other 7¾” x 5” piece to the left edge (see next photo).

8. This is the view from the back of the album base so far. The red lines indicate the two panels you just attached and the dotted lines indicate score lines.

9. Adhere the two 4” x 5” pieces to the inside of the album as shown, placing adhesive only on the ½” scored area. When folded closed, these two panels should meet up perfectly and not overlap.

10. Fold the 4” x 5” panel closed (indicated in gray) then adhere the 5¾” x 5” panel to it as shown in red, placing adhesive only on the ½” scored area. Repeat on the left side.

11. Cut a 6¾” x 4½” piece of Gold/Dots paper and adhere to inside base of album. Cut a 7” x 2½” piece of Hot Air Balloons paper and score ¼” along two sides and the bottom, then fold up to create a pocket as shown, adhering the corners to secure.
12. Adhere the pocket to the center panel. Cut two 6¾” x 3” pieces of Peach/Butterfly paper, round two corners and adhere to inner top and bottom panels. Cut two 3¼” x 4¾” pieces of B-side of Hot Air Balloons paper, round two corners and adhere to left and right panels as shown.

13. Cut two 3¾” x 6¾” pieces of Blue Stripe paper, score ¼” on two long sides. Turn paper sideways in scoreboard and score once at 2”. Cut away the area shown.

14. Fold up the “pocket” and adhere the two ¼” side flaps around the back. Round two corners as shown below.

15. Adhere the pockets in place on the folded-in panels. Place Hot Air Balloon ephemera cards inside. Cut two 5” x 4¾” pieces of Blue/Roses paper, round corners and adhere to panels as shown.

16. Cut two 5” x 4¾” pieces from B-side of Gold/Words paper, round two corners and adhere to folded-in flaps. Cut two 6¾” x 4¾” Peach Roses paper, round two corners and adhere to outer flaps.

17. Cut 1½” off the bottom of the “Create Your Dream” vertical ephemera card. Adhere to left outer flap on three sides (top, left and bottom) to make a side-loading pocket. Cut a 5” x 3¾” piece from B-side of Peach Roses paper, and a 4¾” x 3¾” piece from B-side of Peach/Words paper. Round the four corners of each and adhere together, slide into the side-loading pocket.
18. Repeat the steps from Step 17 for the right outer flap as shown.

19. Fold in the outer right flap. Cut a 6¾” x 4¾” piece from B-side of Gold/Words paper. Round two corners and adhere to flap. Repeat the process for the left flap.

20. Cut a 6¾” x 3” piece of Peach Roses paper and round the two bottom corners. Cut nine ¼” x 3” strips from B-side of Peach Roses paper. Find the center of the rose paper and adhere a strip as shown.

21. Measure ½” and adhere another strip.

22. Continue adhering strips to the right and left of this flap.

23. Adhere the flap with the strips to the album. Cut a 6¾” x 3” piece of Gold/Dot paper, round the two top corners and adhere to the lower flap. Cut a 6¼” x ¾” piece of B-side of Peach/Words paper and stamp the border across. (Tip: Ink the entire stamp the first time, then clean the stamp completely. When inking the stamp again to continue across, eliminate the first portion of the border so you have a continuous border as shown.) Adhere the stamped strip to the album. Cut a ⅜” x 1” piece from B-side of Hot Air Balloons paper and adhere to back of keyhole, then adhere to top flap, hanging halfway off. Set aside to dry.

24. Fussy cut the elements from three ephemera cards, making sure to cut the butterfly away from the roses (upper left card) as shown.
25. Adhere the fussy cuts to the album, using dimensional foam to pop up certain ones. You can also use a large ball stylus or similar tool to “cup” and shape elements for added dimension.

26. Cut a 6\(\frac{\text{in}}{16}\) x 4\(\frac{\text{in}}{16}\) piece of Gold/Dot paper and adhere to the back of the album.

27. - 29. Dress up the album flaps with ephemera cards and stamping.

30. Cut two 3\(\frac{\text{in}}{4}\) x 5\(\frac{\text{in}}{8}\) strips of Gold/Dot paper, stamp the border image and adhere to inner flaps. Insert two horizontal ephemera cards into the large inner pocket.
1. Cut a 10” x 7” piece from B-side of Hot Air Balloon paper and score along the 10” side at 2½” and 5”. Cut a 10” x 2½” piece from the B-side of Peach/Words paper and score along the 10” side at 8” and 7½”.

2. Cut the following from Peach Roses paper: Two at 2¼” x 6¾” and one at 4¾” x 6¾”. From Peach/Butterflies paper cut one at 4¾” x 2¼” and two at 2¼” x 2¼”.

3. Use Dark Cashmere ink to randomly stamp the lady and the gears across the tops and bottoms of the Peach Roses pieces as shown. Adhere the stamped pieces and the butterfly pieces to the card base and strip.

4. Adhere the two ends of the scored strip to the lower portion of the card base as shown. The card should fold flat easily.
**Imagine : Z-Fold Card Set**

5. Cut a ⅛” x 1½” piece from B-side of Gold/Words paper and adhere to the back of the keyhole. Cut two 3½” x ⅝” strips from B-side of Peach Roses paper and score ⅛” on each end as shown. Select the two ephemera cards shown. (Tip: Write your sentiment on the second ephemera card before adhering into the card.)

6. Place adhesive on the outer scored tabs of the strips from Step 5 and adhere into the card as shown. The strips serve as supports.

7. Fold the card flat and adhere the ephemera cards in place, being careful to place adhesive only where needed. Use strong glue to adhere the keyhole in place and set aside to dry.

8. Select the three ephemera cards and fussy cut the elements shown, leaving the area around the lady’s feet uncut, as shown below.

9. Adhere the fussy cut pieces onto the card and in the supports as desired.

10. As you adhere elements, check the placement by closing and opening the card.

11. Here’s another look for placement. Use dimensional foam tape to pop up elements as desired.

Bonus: Create more cards with these steps using leftover papers and ephemera cards.

• Be sure to share your projects online using the #ClubG45 hashtag!